Patented system, high technology, it’s a unique solution to hold safely portable electronic devices inside your vehicle.

How the system works:
- 4 magnets, neodymium alloy, gold coated, set in a practical aluminum ring, with a patented spherical layout where magnets poles are setting against, create an attraction power equal to 750 g, resisting to more than 5G acceleration strength.

A metal clip, with a structural high performance 3M tape, has to be applied to the device (included in the package).

- The weight is less than 20 g, it’s engineered to hold devices weighing up to 150 g for models EGO-GEO-FIX and up to 300 g for XWAY model (smart phones or heavy phones usually weights 120 -140 g and 200 g for navigation systems).

Safety:
- it doesn’t limit your view and it keeps your cell phone in perfect position when you activate your speaker phone.

Tidy:
- all electronic systems are visible and at your fingertips.

Original:
- unique, protected by International patents, made in Italy, essential, ergonomic and attractive design.

Holding guaranteed:
- 4 gold plated neodymium alloy magnets + clip with 3M high performance structural adhesive.

Durable:
- Tetrax® magnets influence only the clip avoiding any interfering with the electronic components of your device.
**EGO Line:**

100% metal Tetrax® a rotating ring to screw and unscrew a pliers system, covered by an anti-abrasion rubber. This light weight (less than 15 g) reduced volume version (15 mm diameter and 20 mm length), is ergonomic, hard wearing and unalterable over time, thanks to the galvanizing treatment, characteristic of this model. The 6 different finishes both enhance the Invisible Attraction system and make this one of the most attractive models currently available.

**GEO Line:**

100% metal Tetrax®, a rotating ring to screw and unscrew a pliers system, covered by an anti-abrasion rubber. This light weight (less than 15 g) reduced volume version (15 mm diameter and 20 mm length), has been nickel coated and is available in 2 colours.

**FIX Line:**

Fixed aluminium ring Tetrax® which can be applied easily anywhere in your car, thanks to the 3M high performance adhesive structure. A weight of just 2 g, a diameter of 15 mm and 6 attractive colour ways make this model unique, practical and versatile.

**XWAY Line navigator:**

Tetrax® GEO incorporates magnets and reinforced clips in a thermoplastic structure designed to support the majority of satellite navigators currently available on the market. This practical, lightweight, low volume model allows the driver to interact with the navigator in total safety without obscuring visibility (several countries are prohibiting any object obstructing view on the windshield).
**Accessories**

Package includes qty. 7 clips with high performance structural double tape by 3M. Clips come in different diameters (8.5-10-14-20 mm). You easily stick the clip on the back of your electronic device besides what material is made of. In the package you will also find qty. 1 activator to help you while sticking FIX model and clips on tough surfaces.

---

**Display**

- **Desk or ground MINI display, including qty. 36 Tetrax® as follow:**
  - 6 EGO
  - 12 GEO
  - 12 FIX
  - 6 XWAY
  - 2 accessories kit

MINI consists of a self displaying platform reproducing a car air condition vent, a cell phone sample, qty. 3 Tetrax®, a carton box with graphics for the ground version and qty. 400 brochures (A7 format 74x105 mm).

- **Desk or ground MAXI display including qty. 72 Tetrax® as follow:**
  - 12 EGO
  - 24 GEO
  - 24 FIX
  - 12 XWAY
  - 4 accessories kit

MAXI has the same equipment as MINI mini.

---

**Restocking**

- **Box including 12 Tetrax® configured as follow:**
  - Qty. 12 for each colour for single model
  - Qty. 12 mix colour for single model

---
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